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Halloween Safety Tips
Halloween is an exciting time of year for kids, but it can also pose potential 
dangers. The following tips can ensure that Halloween is both safe and fun: 

 Choose flame-resistant costumes and accessories, and make sure they are 
brightly coloured or adorned with reflective tape to increase visibility. Avoid ill-
fitting masks that can interfere with your child’s vision or breathing. 

 When carving pumpkins, let your child draw a face on his or her pumpkin, and 
then have an adult carve it. Keep candles, matches and lighters away from 
areas accessible to children. 

 Accompany your child while trick-or-treating until he or she is old enough to go 
with a friend; this is usually around the age of 12 but is also dependent on 
maturity.

o If trick-or-treating at nighttime, make sure your child carries a flashlight. 

o Teach your child to only cross the street at crosswalks, and to make eye 
contact with drivers before crossing in front of them.

o Remind your child of “stranger danger” and to never go inside homes and 
cars. 

o Tell your child to refrain from eating any treats until you look them over. 
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Life Events That Affect Your Insurance
Insurance needs change over time. In order to ensure adequate coverage 
and to receive possible discounts, contact your insurance broker if you’re 
affected by any of the following life events.

 New teenage drivers. Consider adding your teenage driver to your 
policy as it is generally cheaper than purchasing a separate policy.

 Retirement. If you’re no longer commuting to and from work, you may 
be given a cheaper rate on car insurance. 

 Valuable purchases. A standard homeowner’s policy has limited 
coverage for highly valuable items. Supplement purchases and gifts that 
exceed the policy’s limits with a floater—a separate policy that provides 
additional insurance. 

 Home renovations. Report major home improvements to your 
insurance company to protect any increased value to your home.  

 Marriage or divorce.  If merging or separating households, adjust your 
inventory list to make sure you’re not under- or over-insured for future 
claims, and update your homeowners insurance appropriately. Ask 
about discounts on car insurance for married policyholders. In the event 
of a divorce, adjust all policies to reflect your new status.

 New children. Add your child as a beneficiary on any life and disability 
policies, and make sure your coverage is sufficient. 

Contact PRM Inc. Insurance Brokers to ensure you’re fully covered through 
changing life events. 

Home Maintenance Tips for Fall
Performing a handful of annual fall maintenance tasks can ensure your 
home is safe and ready for the colder months ahead.  

 Insulate water pipes in areas exposed to cold temperatures.

 Check the roof to ensure that it can withstand the wear and tear of 
winter and that it won’t collapse under the weight of wet leaves, ice 
and snow.

 Clean gutters and downspouts to keep debris from accumulating.

 Clean and/or replace the furnace filter.

 Check and repair caulking around doors and windows that show 
signs of deterioration to prevent heat from escaping. 

 Have the chimney inspected for deterioration that could make it 
unsafe for use. 

Prevent Auto Theft
A professional can steal a vehicle in 
as little as 30 seconds. The following 
tips can help protect your vehicle 
from theft:

 Purchase and install a security 
system if your vehicle is not 
equipped with one from the 
manufacturer. Passive electronic 
immobilizers can cut theft of 
vehicles by almost 70 per cent. 

 Always lock your vehicle and roll 
up windows. 

 Never leave your keys in an 
unattended vehicle, even for a 
short amount of time. Vehicles are 
regularly stolen from store parking 
lots. 

 Use good judgement when 
choosing parking spots. Park in 
areas that are well-lit and busy, 
and be sure to consider how well-
lit and busy they’ll be when you 
return to your car. 

 Never keep valuables in your car. 
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Canadian Schools Are Encouraging Zero-waste Lunches
Paper bag lunches are on their way out, as school districts across Canada are encouraging zero-waste lunch programs. 
Zero-waste lunches favour reusable food and drink containers, washable cutlery and cloth napkins over prepackaged 
foods, plastic baggies, juice boxes, paper napkins and throwaway utensils. Ideally, children shouldn’t be tossing anything in 
the trash at the end of lunch. 

The average student throws away 29.9 kilograms (66 pounds) of trash every school year (not including food waste), 
according to the Recycling Council of Ontario. This amounts to 8,482 kilograms (18,700 pounds) per year for the average 
school. Although reusable containers cost money, parents can actually save money by purchasing food in bulk instead of 
purchasing pre-packaged foods, which tend to be more costly. Furthermore, parents can cut disposable bags and utensils 
from their shopping lists—expenses totalling approximately $450 per year for a family with two kids, according to 
ECOlunchbox.

Zero-waste lunches also encourage healthier eating. Although it is easier for a parent to grab prepackaged food items than 
to pack lunches by hand, the prepackaged items are not often as nutritionally strong—and they tend to be more expensive.   

The only thing that zero-waste lunches don’t cut back on is time. When it comes to preparing and packing a healthy, 
homemade lunch, some parents may not know where to start. However, the following tips can help you say goodbye to 
lunch waste for good and even save money in the long run. 

 Heat up leftovers in the morning, and put them into a thermos where they will stay warm until lunchtime. 

 Allow kids to choose their own lunchboxes, reusable containers and sandwich wrappers so they look forward to using 
them at lunchtime.

 Buy in bulk. You can save money by purchasing frequently consumed items in large quantities. 

 On the weekends, divide everything into containers to prepare for the week ahead. You can also prepare sandwiches for 
the week ahead and store them in the freezer. They’ll thaw in your child’s lunchbox between breakfast and lunchtime. 
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